
Equity
Def: Asublattive ICE" is called mitous if
-

1 contains a pointin every unit cube withinteger vertices.
A lattice embedding y is called cubiquitous
if Imy is cubiquitous.
*tion:S0,B"=unitcube withvertices having coordinates in 90.1

50,1=

Ex:Lt Q = (
-2]

We have lattice embedding y:(2,0) ->(2 -I)

given by y(f)=-3e,ther (Check)

y(f) =e, +e2
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this is notcubiquitous since theunit

Cube C =(- i7 +50,i=[(-1,1), (-1,2),(-2,1),(-2,-23

does notintersect Im4.



We can also prove this algebraically.
show thatI (BC, (5) is nota

linear combination of 41.)=/] and 4(f)= [i]

>Show thatx,yt such that x(2)+i1=(5) F(5)eC
Show

-3x+ y =a has no integer solution F(5)-C
2x +y =b

Ex:Recall, for Q=fi-2], we have a
lattice embedding 4: (1,0) -> (23 -5)

given by y(f) =-ze,+e2

4(f) =e,+e

we canshow this embedding is cubiquitous.

Let C be an arbitraryunitcube in "

thenC =(5)+ 90, =9(51])/1,11e [a]
for some integers a and b.

We need toshow thatCnlmy F4.

Equivalently, we need toshow that

Id,dne 90, is such that(i) elmy



Equivalently, we need toshow that

7,h,12e [0,17 such that

- has an integersolution

Solving over IR gives:

IS:15i)- 169tz
=>x =b +xz - a(b+2x2,y =ax+2x2

We have 3 cases to consider:a+2b =0,1,2 mod3

· If a+2b =0 mode, then Blatzb

Letd2 =1, =0. theny =bed and x
=b =a=

· Ifa+2b =1 =

-2 mod3, then 31a+2b +2

Letd, =0 and x2=1. theny =a2ex and x=b+1-abeR

· If a+2b =2 =-1 mod3, then 31a+2b-2

Let di=1 and 12=0, then y=amex and x
=b -*eR

Hence, in every case, Ilike sosuch that the

systemhas an integersolution.

=>(my n =4.



Wakingmetrically

Def:Let S = EV.VICI" be a subsetof vectors

(e.g. vi =4(fi) for some lattice embedding ()
thedementof S is W = Evi

Ex: S =E-Zeiter, enter) I
"

W =- 2e,+2 +e, +ez =- e, +2ez i
Note:Geometrically, if D is thefundamentalparallelopiped

spanned by S, thenW is thecorner opposite 0.

Def:Let S = Evr--in3 be a subset of (2",-I).
-

Let VioVi=Ai?2 Fi.

S is called:

standard if vius-So"?" ----

+ey if ajab for same;
-a

E ifling
or injetling

and VioVj =
-



Def:Given a subset S = EV...., Un3 of (2-5) with

VioVi=-a: Fi, we define IIS):= [(ai-3)
Ex:S =5-2e,ter,e,ter) is standard.

V,V, =-5, YoV2=-2, V,oV2=/

ICS) =2.

threm:Let S=Svrn] be a standard or cyclic
subset withICSKO

Let W = Evi-kiei be its We element.

If Ki is odd for all; thenthe

lattice spanned by S is not cubiquitous.

(Proof or +cyclic case)
ketz =EW (centroid of D =Spons).

thenz =[Siei. Note thatit since Riisadd
Let C bytheunitcube W

withcentroid Z

Z

:then Fyc, d(y,z) =m
We will show F x1, d(X,z) E, which
implies MC =0 =1 is notcubiquitous.



LetXel. thenx = Edivi /

d(x,z)=11 x -z =11 Edivi-Evill=IIE, (di) vill
= <[(di-) vi, [(di-2)vi) (usual dot product)
-Eldi-) i-)=-

a

-Eas-itzdi-zint
-()(a, -1) +1 +(-am- 1 +-+Esa:

-At20-21
n

-t-2di-2in+- [
i =2 2

=()4a, - 1) +(-ya- 1) +Esa:
(did)* =2 i2di-2in+

i =2

i repeatfor all terms in last sum

- Caz) + (di-dia

22 =2+n=

=>d(x,z)>
M



Ex:GtQ =fr,tp2] and consider the

lattice embedding y:(,0) -> (2, -I)

given by y(f) =leier
4(fz) =ez - 3e3

4(5) =- e, -ez

thesubset &Zeiren, er-3es,-ere is cyclic
withICs)=7C0 and W = e,-ez-bes

thus by the theorem, y is not cubiquitous.


